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A mass mail merge is a script
that can be used to batch

merge one or many emails into
one. The script reads a "to" list,

the "subject" and "body" of
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each mail from a text file and
merges them into a new email.

The mail can be sent to
multiple users and the

recipients can be included in
the "to" list, the "cc" list or the
"bcc" list. After merging each
mail, the "outbox" is emptied.
The script will automatically
use the "status" column in the

CSV to find out which are
"unmailed" and will mark them

as "sent". Because the script
reads a CSV file, the

information can be edited
later. Mail Merge
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Requirements: - A CSV file
with one entry per row. There

can be multiple recipients,
comma separated. - The CSV
must contain the "to" list, the

"subject" and the "body" of the
mail. - The CSV must contain
the "cc" list and the "bcc" list
if any. - There must be one or

more columns for the
"attachments" separated by
commas. You can use the

following variables in your
CSV files: - to: List of users to
receive the mail. - subject: The

subject of the mail. - body:
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The body of the mail. -
attachments: List of file(s) you

want to include in the mail,
separated by commas. - cc:

List of users to include in the
cc list. - bcc: List of users to
include in the bcc list. Mail

Merge Steps: 1. Download the
script and unpack it in your

installation. 2. Open the folder
"Merge.zip". 3. You will find

the script here: "C:\Program Fi
les\Thunderbird\Thunderbird\e
n-US\Application Data\Thunde

rbird\Profiles\Firstname
Surname\Local
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Folders\Outbox\unmakedup".
(This path can be changed if

you have installed to a
different location.) 4. Double-

click "MailMerge.exe". 5.
Open the CSV file that

contains the "to" list, the
"subject" and the "body" of
each mail. 6. Open the CSV
file that contains the "cc" list
and the "bcc" list if any. 7.

Double-click "Merge.

Mail Merge Crack +

Replace Keywords and
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Formulas with what you
actually want to have used
instead of the formular or

keywords. Example: You want
to be automatically subscribed
to all mailing lists because you
get mails from them. You set

the Value in To and in
Message Type. Example: [list
subscribe_all=*]* Then you

can use {!subscribe_all} in the
message body of a mail! See

NB: When you do this you will
be automatically subscribed to

ALL mailing lists. You can
remove this subscription by
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using an Keymacro, you can
choose the lists to which you

want to subscribe.
AUTOBODY Description:

This addon shows the
"automatically generated body"

in a mail. You have to select
the field you want to insert the
automatic text into. You can

choose from a list of pre-
configured fields. It is also

possible to configure custom
fields. There is an option to
hide the field in the message
body. This does not work if

you use the "Mail Merge". You
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can't select the field in "Mail
Merge". You can test this

addon with this simple
example: [{!autobody}Hello]H
ello{!autobody} Note that the
TAB key is used as a wildcard.

To insert a variable in the
"automatically generated body"
of a mail you can use: [{!autob
ody?VAR}Hello]Hello{!autob

ody} ENDR Formula
Description: When you have a
dynamic variable which you
want to use in a mail to you

can create an Enndir with this
variable and use it in the mail.
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The Enndir will be inserted
automatically. KEYVALUE

Description: Create a Keyvalue
in the Enndir. Example:

[mykey=value]. Then you can
use {!mykey} in the mail.

NOTE: In the Enndir it can
only be used as Text. Example:

[mykey=John Doe]John
Doe{!mykey} ATTACH

Formula Description: Use the
Attach formular to add an

attachment to a mail. You can
specify the name of the file

you want to attach. Example:
[{!attach "a.txt"}Text
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file...]{!attach "b.jpg"}Another
file...] ATTACHFORM

77a5ca646e
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Mail Merge Registration Code Free

-------------------------------------
-------------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Mass Mail
add-on and is only available for
paid users of the Mass Mail
add-on. ---------------------------
-------------------------------------
----- | Commercial | -------------
-------------------------------------
------------------- This addon is
a component of the Personal
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Mail add-on and is only
available for paid users of the
Personal Mail add-on. ----------
-------------------------------------
---------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
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-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
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-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
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add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
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-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
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Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
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Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
--------------------------- This
addon is a component of the
Thunderbird add-on named: ---
-------------------------------------
----------------------------- |
Commercial | --------------------
-------------------------------------
------------ This addon is a
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component of the Thunderbird
add-on named: -------------------
-------------------------------------
------------- | Commercial | -----
-------------------------------------
---------------------------

What's New In Mail Merge?

Automatically creates one mail
for each recipient from a draft.
Mass Mail Description:
Automatically creates one mail
for each record in a CSV from
a draft. Mass Email
Description: Automatically
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creates one mail for each
recipient from a draft. Mass
Mail Features: Mass Mail
Features: Create one mail for
each recipient from a draft.
Create one mail for each
record in a CSV from a draft.
Automatically creates one mail
for each recipient from a draft.
Automatically creates one mail
for each record in a CSV from
a draft. Upload CSV to Mail
Merge Save attachment(s) as
Zip Archive Save
attachment(s) to Draft Folder
Select from multiple file
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uploads Preserve filenames,
sizes, and order Select multiple
recipients Select one or more
columns in the CSV Select
from multiple columns in the
CSV Create and save one or
more columns as variables
Basic implementation of
importing files with comma
separated values (CSV) using
email addresses as row and
column headers. You can
select one or more columns in
the CSV and also add one or
more columns as variables.
Each row and column header is
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preserved. Important! If you
use Excel, you cannot apply an
autofilter to the data. If you
want to use other autofilters,
you need to convert the data to
a CSV first! *new in 2.0.1!*
Select one or more recipients
Select one or more columns in
the CSV *New in 2.0.1!*
Select from multiple columns
in the CSV *New in 2.0.1!*
Basic implementation of
importing files with comma
separated values (CSV) using
email addresses as row and
column headers. You can
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select one or more columns in
the CSV and also add one or
more columns as variables.
Each row and column header is
preserved. Important! If you
use Excel, you cannot apply an
autofilter to the data. If you
want to use other autofilters,
you need to convert the data to
a CSV first! *new in 2.0.1!*
Select one or more recipients
Select one or more columns in
the CSV *New in 2.0.1!*
Select from multiple columns
in the CSV *New in 2.0.1!*
Basic implementation of
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importing files with comma
separated values (CSV) using
email addresses as row and
column headers. You can
select one or more columns in
the CSV and also add one or
more columns as variables.
Each row and column header is
preserved. Important! If you
use Excel, you cannot apply an
autofilter to the data. If you
want to use
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System Requirements For Mail Merge:

Minimum: OS: Win XP SP3 /
Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1
Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz
Memory: 2GB RAM Video:
DirectX 9 Compatible GPU
Sound: DirectX 9 Compatible
Sound Card Hard Drive: 15GB
Additional Notes:
Recommended: OS: Win 7
SP1 Processor: Core 2 Duo
3.2GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2
3.4GHz Memory: 4GB RAM
Video: NVIDIA GeForce GT
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